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“As always, Clarke

Rendall were very

patient...it was a difficult

balance to strike, and

Clarke Rendall did an

excellent job of ticking

all the right boxes”

CBS of Ascot

Reception Desk
evolutión® eclypse tapered top special in walnut veneer

This project for the Thames Valley law firm Blandy & Blandy

demanded a reception counter that would meet a host of

typically diverse criteria. It was required to offer functionality,

create a welcoming environment, house a good deal of existing

technology and yet blend seamlessly into a grand Georgian

reception area. “It was a difficult balance to strike, and

Clarke Rendall did an excellent job of ticking all the right

boxes” confirmed Designer Hannah Litten of Ascot based

office Interiors specialists CBS.

Hindered somewhat by the space available, this

reception desk went through several stages which saw it

develop from a white laminate fronted standard

product to it’s eventual form as a tapered

top, walnut veneer evolutión® eclypse

special. As Hannah explains,

“Clarke Rendall came up with

the tapered top idea, which 

I think works brilliantly” 

Clarke Rendall has a

successful working relationship

with CBS that goes back many years,

and continues to thrive through trust and professional

respect. This approach to business extends to all aspects of

Clarke Rendall projects. As Hannah puts it, “I was on site

when the fitters were installing the desk and they were

absolutely top notch”.

For more information on how Clarke Rendall can help

you deliver the ideal furniture solution to meet all YOUR clients’

requirements, call our support team now on 01908 391600 or

visit our comprehensive website.

evolutión® eclypse
YBP-2 standard product:

The inspiration for the
final design 

Reception counter design styling and finish
specified to suite in with the existing

traditional high ceiling, Georgian interior

Heightened top section conceals 
a pair of PC monitors, while the lower end

section houses the main telephone switchboard
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